
The College is beginning to prepare for a new phase in strategic 
improvement. Our existing Strategic Plan has served us well for the 
past seven years. During this time, much has happened and evolved 
in the Church, Australian society, education and the Red Bend Catholic 
College community. Our new Strategic Improvement Plan will guide us 
through the next four years from 2020 to 2023.

I believe that the time is right and the College is well positioned to 
revisit and refresh both the Vision and Mission Statement and the 
Strategic Improvement Plan. These two significant documents will serve 
to strategically focus our community on improvement in the areas of 
Faith, Wellbeing, Teaching and Learning and our Parent Community 
Partnership for the next four years. The College staff is committed to 
and supportive of these directions.

The next six months will see us collaborate and develop sharp, focused, 
ambitious plans to commence in 2020. We intend to place the students 
and their formation at the centre of these plans.

An essential component in the development of our new Strategic 
Improvement Plan is collaboration with key stakeholders of our college 
and the wider community. This includes students, staff, parents, carers, 
local parishes, Marist Schools Australia and the community networks.

Our staff have been meeting to consider future strategic directions and 
priorities in areas of Catholic Marist identity, Teaching and learning, 
student and staff wellbeing and parent and community partnerships. In 
the coming week our students will also have the opportunity to engage 
in this process of reflecting on future aspirations. 

I seek your input, to gather your hopes, aspirations and priorities to 
inform future directions. I invite you to attend a forum of parents on 
Wednesday 21 August at 6.30pm in the College Library. For those who 
are not able to attend the parent forum an online survey will be emailed 
on Wednesday 21 August to all parents and carers. 

The data collected will provide valuable input to our Strategic 
Improvement Planning Steering Group. I encourage you all to respond 
so that everyone in our community has the opportunity to contribute, 
as your input is valued and greatly appreciated .

I thank you for your support and look forward to strengthening our 
partnership for improving outcomes for your child or children and the 
students in our care.

May Mary our Good Mother and St Marcellin Champagnat continue to 
watch over our community.

Red Bend Catholic College
A local community of Mission within the Australian Marist Community Newsletter

Principal’s message

HSC Creative and Performing 
Arts Showcase

Thursday 22nd August, 5pm - 7pm MultiPurpose Hall

A display of HSC Visual Art Works, Music Performance items
 and Drama Projects.

All members of the community are invited to attend.

We recently completed a migration to an Internet-
based telephone service, moving away from 
ageing and unreliable traditional phone lines. 
Please continue to use (02) 6852 2000 to contact 
the Main Office.  If you have an address book 
entry for the school with a different number, 
please update it. 

DIRECT NUMBERS
 

• Student Services Office  (02) 6851 1558
• Boarding Coordinator  (02) 6852 2495 
• Girls’ Boarding Supervisors  (02) 6852 2797 
• Boys’ Boarding Supervisors  (02) 6852 3752. 

Parent forum for 
the Strategic Plan 
Consultation next 

Wednesday 
21 August at 
6.30pm in the 

Library.



“Bon effant”, a “cool guy”. This was a term that Marcellin wrote about 
when referring to one of his Brothers who was teaching students at his 
school.”

This quote above impresses the importance of relationships and why 
they are so important in a community such as ours. I’m not only talking 
about student to student relationships but also the relationships that 
students have with all of the staff they come in contact with at the school. 
As I discussed in my last newsletter, student to student relationships 
are pivotal to that sense of belonging but we must also be aware of the 
importance of how important and significant the relationships are that 
are formed here between students and the adults they come in contact 
with at school. We are very fortunate with the staff we have here at our 
school, as they foster the beliefs of relationships in which Marcellin had 
envisaged all those years ago.

When Marcellin began the Brothers movement one of his key messages 
was that the Brothers needed to educate the students and to educate 
the students they needed to form relationships with them. It is this 
foresight from Marcellin that I’ll use to further impress the importance 
of our student adult relationships here in our community.
 

In 1823 Marcellin wrote a letter to his first Brother recruit Brother Jean- 
Marie Granjon and amongst other things he wrote to Jean- Marie about 
the importance of the relationship between teacher and student. In 
this letter Marcellin talks of a Brother named Brother Laurant and how 
his teaching methods and relationships were having a positive effect 
on the students and the school community. Marcellin uses the term 
“Bon effant.”  In this time in history this was known as a kid’s term 
similar to the slang that students use today. This was the term used at 
the time by the students to explain a “cool guy” (Brother Laurant). It 
is believed that this was quite significant piece of terminology used as 
with Marcellin using a “kids term” it showed that Marcellin had “day 
to day” relationships with the students and knew how the students 
communicated. I would hope that the same can be said that at Red 

Bend we have a “Bon Effant” style of education at school, where 
staff and students have a mutual respect for each other and that the 
relationships made are positive and where lifelong learning occurs. It is 
imperative that relationships between all members of our community 
encompass simplicity, transparency and relatability which allows for 
true growth to occur while forming positive relationships.  
 
There must be a relationship formed and it must be through open 
communication and it is my belief that we value this approach here at 
the College. There is nothing better than seeing the open interaction 
between staff and students as this is where you see the true education 
of students occurring. 

This Terms “Be your best focus” is going to be “Using Handbooks 
correctly and bringing them to school every day. Below are some 
points explaining what we are expecting from the students and also 
the reasoning behind making Handbooks our focus for the Term.

Handbooks should come to school everyday.
Use of the Handbook is for communication between school and home, 
to record H/W and to help students with their organisation.
It allows teachers and parents to monitor and see what students are 
doing in class.
Teaching and learning support staff will be monitoring the use of the 
handbooks and students failing to use them in the correct manner may 
be speaking with their respective House Coordinator’s. 
Students need to take their  handbook to every class. (Including PC)
Student handbooks should be filled in with your weeks worth of 
subjects. This should be done before getting to school on a Monday 
morning (eg. Sunday night). 
All H/W should be entered for each subject. If students  don’t have 
H/W then they are to write down the topic/subject matter that was 
being studied that period. There should be no blank lines.
Parents or Boarding Supervisors must also sign students handbook 
every week and this will then be checked by their PC teacher. 

God Bless

Deputy Principal’s message  |  Mr James Metzeling



AUGUST
17 Bedgerebong Show 
19 ASSUMPTION MASS
19-23 Book Week
20-21 CCC Netball Championships 
21-22 CCC Hockey Championships  - Newcastle
21 P&F Meeting (Forbes)
22 HSC Creative Arts Showcase 
23 Staff Reflection Day
23-26 EXEAT
23-25 Ex-Students Reunion Weekend
27-28 Parkes Show 
28 MSA Oratory Competition 
29 DIO Athletics
29-30 YR 8 Retreat
 
SEPTEMBER  
2 YR 12 Parent/Teacher/Student Interviews
3 ICAS Digital Technologies 
5 ICAS Science
 DISCO
6-7 Forbes Show 
9-13 Interruption Free Week 
10 New Leader Announcement Assembly
 ICAS Writing
12 ICAS Spelling
14 Eugowra Show 
16-26 YR 11 Exams 
17 ICAS English
18 YR 9 Retreat
 P&F Meeting (Parkes)
19 ICAS Mathematics 
20 CCC Athletics
25 YR 12 Last Day of Classes 
26 YR 12 Activity Day
27 LAST DAY OF CLASSES
 YR 12 Formal Assembly
 Yr 12 Graduation 
28 HOLIDAYS COMMENCE 

Year 7 Really Dig History
If you happened to be walking past the College volleyball court during Period 
5 on Friday 2 August, you would have witnessed a scene that (almost) rivalled 
a Jurassic Park movie.
You would have seen Year 7.3 History undertaking an archaeological dig of 
sorts.
Before the lesson, hi-vis string was used to divide the volleyball sand pit into a 
grid of one metre square sections.
In each square, small plastic dinosaurs were strategically placed just below the 
surface of the sand.
During the lesson, pairs of students were assigned to a particular square.
Each team then had to carefully sift through the sand to see what might be 
buried in their allocated square.
The students had no idea of what, or how many objects were buried in the 
sand.
However, the students successfully recovered all the dinosaur “fossils”.
The students then returned to the classroom where they spent the rest of the 
lesson conducting on-line research to discover certain information about the 
particular dinosaur species that they had uncovered.
The students enjoyed the exercise and it was a good introduction to the first 
topic in Year 7 History that they have recently commenced, “Investigating the 
Ancient Past”.
In particular, the exercise will give the students a better appreciation of 
archaeology as they work on their current assessment task.
This involves an investigation of so-called “Narrabeen Man” (whose 8,000 year 
old remains were accidentally discovered 15 years ago by workmen excavating 
a ditch for electricity cables in Narrabeen, Sydney).



Hockey success for Will 
and Koby

Will Searl has just returned from the Open Men’s Australian Championships in 
Shepperton, Victoria, playing in the NSW country side.  The NSW country team 
won all their games scoring 42 goals with only 3 against including the grand 
final against Queensland. Will and his team was presented with a gold medal. 
Will was then named in the U21 Australian Country team to play in Malaysia 
in January 2020. Congratulations Will on an outstanding tournament and 
selection in the U21 Australian team.           
 
Meg Searl and Nick Job have also just returned from playing for under 16’s 
NSW All Schools Blues hockey teams at the School Sports Australia under 16’s 
All Schools Hockey Championships in Newcastle last week. The blues teams are 
a number 2 NSW side. 
 
Koby Johnstone played for 1’s under 16’s NSW All Schools boys hockey team at 
the same carnival. 
 
Meg’s team had 2 wins to SA and ACT, 2 draws and won the play off against 
SA to finish 5th in Australia. Meg played a centre midfielder and free defender 
which meant a lot of running throughout the week. Meg said it was a great 
experience and is hoping to repeat it again next year as she still has another 
year in the U16’s.      
 
Nic Job’s blues team had 2 wins, and played off against WA to gain 6th place. 
Nic played full back throughout the carnival and only had 9 goals scored 
against their team except for the NSW 1’s team, where they lost 7-0 against 
Koby team. Nic enjoyed the high standard of hockey played.  
 
Koby’s NSW 1’s team defeated NSW Blues, South Australia, ACT, and Tasmania 
and drew with Queensland, Victoria, and Western Australia.   
In the bronze medal match, NSW played ACT and won 4-1.  
 
Koby was captain of the NSW All Schools State hockey team. He was also 
leading goal scorer for the NSW team scoring 7 goals for the tournament. 
At the end of the tournament Koby was presented with the NSW team’s 
Coach’s Award for his leadership and performance throughout the carnival. 
At the closing ceremony, Koby and his team was awarded the bronze medal.  
 
To top off an amazing carnival, Koby was selected in the Under 16 All Australian 
Schools Boys Hockey team, to tour South Africa in 2020. Congratulations on a 
fantastic achievement Koby.

Will Searl Koby Johnstone

Astronomy
Over the past few weeks, students and staff have had a couple of opportunities 
to observe phenomena out in our Solar System.
During Recess on Tuesday 6 August, Mr Abbey set up a special solar telescope 
to safely observe our Sun.
(Looking at the Sun through ordinary binoculars or telescope is extremely 
dangerous and can cause serious and permanent eye damage.)
Normally, the students might have seen sunspots on the surface of the Sun or 
planet-sized flame-like prominences around its edge.
However, there were no significant features of note for the students to see.
This is because the Sun happens to be in a period of (relative) inactivity in an 
11 year cycle.
However, the students who looked through the telescope still appreciated the 
opportunity to safely have a closer look at our closest star.
Interestingly, and frustratingly, it appears that there is a connection between 
periods when the Sun is relatively inactive and droughts in south-east Australia.

Then on the evening of Monday 12 August, Mr Abbey set up another telescope 
on the front oval to show approximately 40 interested students and staff a 
relatively rare occultation of Saturn.
This is where Saturn and its spectacular rings can be seen to move behind the 
Moon and reappear on the other side approximately 45 minutes later.
The students and staff also saw Jupiter with its cloud bands and its four largest 
moons strung out on either side of the giant gas planet.
They also observed Alpha Centauri, the brighter of the two Pointers, near the 
Southern Cross.
Alpha Centauri is the closest star to Earth other than our Sun.  (Through a 
telescope, Alpha Centauri can be seen to actually be a double star.)
However, by far, the brightest and most spectacular object seen on the night 
was the Moon.
Through the telescope, craters, mountains and other features could be clearly 
seen.
Although occultations of Saturn by the Moon are relatively rare, as it happens, 
there will be another one in early September.
Details of another astronomy evening will be advertised a little later in the 
term.
Red Bend families are welcome to attend astronomy evenings, for which there 
is no cost.



Thursday 1st of August saw the U/15’s and Opens RBCC Rugby League sides 
travel to Cootamundra to compete in the Semi Finals of the Country Cup. The 
students played the winners of the Riverina and South Coast regions.

UNDER 15’s
First game was against Murrumbidgee HS, a brand new high school that was 
previously both Griffith HS and Wade HS. Our boys played the best game of 
this campaign and ran out 26-0 winners. Everybody played out of their skins in 
what was a brilliant team effort.
This led to our final game against previous Country Cup winners Kiama HS. 
This was an unbelievably high level game with parents, opposition coaches 
and referees all commenting on the level both teams played at. Unfortunately 
we lost the game 4-0, which although disappointing, the effort, sportsmanship 
and attitude shown by this team allowed this coach to be beaming with pride 
for these young men. 
Kane Bailey and Toby Miller were stand out players for the day.

OPENS
The Opens team had 3 games of rugby league at Cootamundra.
Game 1 saw the team take on Gungahlin College ACT. After a slow start and 
being behind 12-0, the team dug in and played some quality football running 
out winners 22-12. Tries to Tom Toohey, Tom Phillips, Ben Lovett and Zeke 
Hartwig. Tom Toohey converting 3.
Game 2 was going to be our toughest encounter with reigning country cup 
champs, Mount Ridley College Victoria. This Victorian team has a wealth of 
talent across the park, with several of their players recently competing at the 
Australian championships. This encounter was physical, quality football. Red 
Bend crossed the line first with a great shift play resulting in Angus Braneley 
crossing in the corner. Tom Toohey converted. Red Bend were up 6-0 at the end 

of the first half. Mount Ridley came out firing in the second half and crossed 
the line early on to make score 6-4. The game went from end to end. All players 
rolliing up there sleeves and ripping in. Unfortunately after a couple of errors 
and decisions not going our way Mount Ridley crossed for their second try with 
under a minute on the clock. Red Bend losing in a tight battle 10-6.
Game 3 was against Edmund Rice College Woolongong. The opens players 
were batted and bruised after a grueling encounter the game before, but 
started well with Harry Leadbitter crossing to lead 6-0. This was to be the last 
with players out of their feet, some unfortunate errors costing us field position 
and possession. Edmund Rice going on to win 16-6.
Players of the day go to: Harry Leadbitter, Cody Crisp and Zeke Hartwig.

Thank you to all the parents and friends who travelled to show their support, it 
was great to see so many familiar faces supporting these boys. It was a pleasure 
to coach this team this year and look forward to what next year brings.
U15’s team: Toby Miller (C), Oscar Worland, Liam Hunter, Bayden Moran, 
Hayden Morrison, Joe Morrison, Jack Jeffrey, Malakai Folau, Billy Phillips, Rhys 
Glasson, Campbell Braneley, Oscar Ryan, Jake Ticehurst, Dom Calvani, Jamie 
Thorpe, Jamon McCarthy, George Wilkins, Campbell Rubie, Kane Bailey.
Opens Team:
Zeke Hartwig, Angus Braneley, Isaac Nash, Cody Crisp, Darcy Leadbitter, Benji 
Glasheen, Tom Toohey, Kyle McClenehan, Campbell Woolnough, Tom Phillips, 
Jack Hartwig, Ben Lovett, Harry Leadbitter, Jesse Shorter, Jai Purdie, Charlie 
Hollman, Bill Ryan, Tyrone Murda.

Thank you again

Mr Sam Coote and Mr Pat Rudd

Rugby League

RBCC students excel in the 2019 Australian Geography Competition
RBCC students excel in the 2019 Australian Geography Competition
Year 9, 10 and 11 Geography students from Red Bend Catholic College tested 
their geographical skills and knowledge against 73,500 students from 792 
schools around Australia in the 2019 Australian Geography Competition.
The Competition is a joint initiative of the Australian Geography Teachers’ 
Association and the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland. The 
Competition takes 40 minutes to complete and tests the students ability to 
interpret topographic maps, synoptic charts and other mapping skills.
The results of this Competition have been made available and it is pleasing to 
see how well our students have performed.  A number of students have strived 
to achieve to a high level in the Competition this year with 4 High Distinctions 
and 6 Distinctions. To achieve a High Distinction, students have placed in the 

top 5% of candidates, which is an amazing effort.
Congratulations to the following students who received outstanding results.

Mrs Gillian McMillan  |  HSIE Coordinator

High Distinction 
Lachlan Dunstan
Max Gates
Stuart Gordon
Charlie Jones

Distinction 
Charlotte Kelly
Amy Maslin
Olivia Pierratos
Cody Reynolds
Harrison Toole
Liam Tory



Students attend lectures
On the 15th and 16th of July, five Red Bend students consisting of Jamie Mitton, 
Matthew Mitton, Brianna Duncan, Ping Wu and Katie Townsend attended the 
Mathematics Association of NSW lectures on HSC Mathematics,with Brianna 
Duncan also attending for Mathematics Extension 1, at the University of 
Technology Sydney. This was a fantastic experience for all participants who 
heard all-day presentations from industry leading mathematics teachers and 
lecturer Eddie Woo. It gave insightful tricks in achieving the maximum marks 
students can obtain and  different methods for studying mathematics. It was 
greatly beneficial to the students and they recommend that next years Year 12 
class take up the opportunity to attend these lectures.

Chess win 
On Wednesday 31st July, our school Chess Team travelled to Trundle to play 
the next round of the NSW Secondary Chess Competition. Unfortunately, we 
were down one player, Cameron Wheeler, who was sick, but the other three 
boys played very good games. Tom Barker (board 2) was the first victor after 
only a couple of minutes of play. The next winner was Charlie Seymour (Board 
1) and the last victory went to Hunter Dale (Board 3). Congratulations to the 
boys on those fantastic wins, and in particular to Tom and Hunter who played 
a level higher than usual. The team lives to continue their battle in the second 
place-getters round.  Their next match,which is a semi-final, is a home game 
against Central West Leadership Academy, from Dubbo. Good luck for the next 
game!

Year 7 STEM activity
Over the last year a small group of teachers have been working with the 
University of Sydney to develop STEM activities for the students at RBCC. STEM 
activities are an integrated approach; one that offers hands-on and relevant 
learning experiences in the areas of Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics.
During Term 3, all Year 7 students will be given the opportunity to undertake 
a STEM activity based on time, space and angles. Our STEM activity will occur 
in TAS lessons, through making a sun dial which will then be used in both 
Science and Maths to look at space, time, angles, etc. These activities have 
been integrated into the teaching and learning programs and will hopefully link 
the information learnt in a more meaningful way for the students. All students 
will complete a google slide (in Google Classroom) as tasks and activities are 
completed in their classes.
Thank you to Mrs Rebbecca Charlesworth, Mr Matthew Pearce, Mr Sam 
McCarthy for their help in developing and creating these activities for the 
students and to the class teachers for the work that is being done in bringing 
these activities to life.

“I want to learn 
some great new 

skills and get paid at 
the same time!”

Does this appeal to you? 

An opportunity to join the Forbes Shire 
Council team has come available for a 
Trainee Water Operator

Contact Forbes Shire Council for more 
information on 02 6850 2300 or
people@forbes.nsw.gov.au

Applications close 
4pm 11th August 2019

#amazingopportunity

REACH YOUR
POTENTIAL 

WITH 
COUNCIL

CURRENTLY RECRUITTING
TRAINEES & UNIVERSITY

ROLES



Red Bend Catholic College

Spring Fair
Friday 13 September 2019    3.30-6.00pm

Donations/Sponsorship
Are you able to assist with

donations toward our
Chocolate Wheel or Raffle –

Prizes, Vouchers, 
Gift Hampers. Phone 6852

2000 or email
kyliebiggs@redbendcc.nsw.

edu.au

Potted Plants….. 
We are collecting Potted

Plants now.
Direct your enquiries to
Stephen King or Jenny

Grogan in the Front
Office.

Potted Plants will also be
accepted on the day

between 11am – 2.00pm

Books & Clothes 
 Good quality second

hand books and
clothing are being

collected NOW.
Please leave with

Jenny Grogan in the
Front Office.

 If you can't donate a
prize, donate your

time. Help the P&F on
the BBQ. Email

kyliebiggs@redbendcc
.nsw.edu.au or leave

your name at the 
front office.

Home Cooking…. 
Can you bake cakes, slices,

biscuits or sweets? Make
preserves and jams?

If you would like to make a
contribution to our fete,
this would be fantastic!

These can be delivered on
the day between 

11am – 2pm
to the MPH.



CENTRAL WEST JUNIOR RUGBY 

GIRLS/BOYS 7’S REP TRIALS

Central West Junior Rugby invites all players interested in trialling 
for the U13’s/U15’s/U17’s representative teams  to attend one of the 
below 2 trial dates. State Championships will be held in Forster on 11th, 
12th and 13th of October 2019

Where: Dubbo Victoria Park No. 2 Oval
When:  Sunday 18th August
Boys:    Sign on 9.30am, Start-10am
Girls:    Sign on-12pm, Start-12.30pm

Where: Orange City Rugby Club-Waratah’s Sports Complex
When:  Sunday 25th August
Boys:    Sign on 9.30am, Start-10am
Girls:    Sign on-12pm, Start-12.30pm

For any inquiries please contact Jason Blake
Ph: 0427 151 710  or  jmblake@optusnet.com.au



NAIDOC WEEK 2019

MONDAY 
16 September
10am-2pm
Opening Ceremony
7pm-10pm
Movie Night
Wiradjuri Dreaming
Centre

TUESDAY
17 September
11am - 2pm
Forbes High School

THURSDAY
19 September
10.30am - 12.30pm
Forbes Preschool

FRIDAY
20 September
4pm - 7pm
Closing Ceremony
Wiradjuri Dreaming 
Centre

MORE INFO 02 6850 2357 
sarah.williams@forbes.nsw.gov.au

WEDNESDAY 18 SEPTEMBER
VICTORIA PARK

Official Ceremony | Traditional performances 
Games | Arts & craft  | Awards 

Yoorana Gunya Koori Cook-Off | Stalls
March leaves Cross Street  at 10am


